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Abstract

Successful transition to civilian employment is a challenge for veterans. The purpose of this single case study was to explore critical aspects of hiring managers’ decision-making process and to understand how these strategies and techniques affect the hiring of veterans. Tajfel and Turner’s social identity theory and Lewin’s organizational change model formed the conceptual framework for the study. The participants for this study were 8 hiring managers from a midsized company in the Upper Hudson Valley Region, New York. Data were collected using semi-structured interviews. The data were analyzed and coded and 4 themes emerged: strategies used to fill open positions, specific recruitment and interview protocols, veterans’ skills from military training, and lack of experience with hiring veterans. The study results may contribute to veteran’s awareness of the skills that employers are seeking that veterans may be able to fulfill. The results of the study could create an opportunity for hiring managers to recognize that veterans represent a trained, ready-made talent pool. The social impact of the study could help hiring managers identify and design the required job description criteria to include the transferable skills of veterans.
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1. Introduction

The U.S. Department of Labor (DoL, 2014), Bureau of Labor Statistics released the population employment status of the civilian for individuals aged 18 years and over, including the veteran status report. In the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics report, the unemployment rate for Gulf War-era II veterans was 13.3% in June 2012, compared with 9% among civilians in the same age group (DoL, 2014). The difference in the unemployment rates between Gulf War-era II veterans and civilians may be because some civilian hiring managers may not understand the transferability of military skills when juxtaposed with the talent requirements of civilian positions (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014).

The U.S. military has organized training programs combining service-related educational and on-the-job experience designed to build and develop leadership and management skills (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014) to help military personnel when they transition out of the military services. Skilled veterans may have difficulties moving from military service to civilian employment because they lack the academic credentials supporting the skills or training acquired in the military (Kleykamp, 2009). The reluctance of hiring managers to hire veterans may place veterans at a disadvantage in the hiring process and may lead to higher unemployment rates among veterans (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014).

U.S. soldiers are not only infantry soldiers. Over 200 different job skills exist within the military, ranging from logistics, automotive, avionics, medical information, management, and law enforcement (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013). Coupled with the military job skill training are educational and on-the-job experiences, designed to build and develop leadership and management skills (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013). These basic training skillsets can translate into any branch of service and are identical throughout every military branch (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013).

1.1 Problem Statement

Hiring managers have the opportunity to find the type of workers they are seeking among unemployed veterans (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013). Without the academic credentials supporting the skills or training acquired in the military, hiring managers tend to overlook veterans between the ages of 25 and 50 as a pool of potential employees (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013). Veteran skill sets mirror the essential functions of positions that business leaders are recruiting (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs [VA], 2013). The general business problem is that hiring managers are responsible for using fair and transparent hiring processes that identify qualified candidates (Portillo & Block, 2012); however, these same processes exclude qualified and competent veterans completing their tour of duty. Overlooking this pool of potential employees can place an organization at a competitive disadvantage (Faberman & Foster, 2013). The specific business problem is there is a lack of relevant strategies, matrices, and techniques that professional hiring managers use to recruit, select, and hire veterans.

1.2 Purpose Statement

The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to identify strategies, matrices, and
techniques that business hiring managers use to recruit, select, and hire veterans. Eight hiring managers from a midsized company in the Upper Hudson Valley Region, New York was the population for this study. Hiring managers were the most appropriate to participate in the open-ended interviews because hiring managers are most suited to identify the strategies, matrices, and techniques used to recruit, select, and hire veterans (Hogan, Chamorro-Premuzic, & Kaiser, 2013). The goal of the study was to explore strategies and techniques business leaders use to effectively hire veterans. The study results may contribute to sustainable business practices and social outcomes by identifying positions that the veteran population may be able to fulfill and what potential quality of work life nuances may need consideration.

1.3 Significance of the Study

The significance of the study was to identify strategies, matrices, and techniques business hiring managers can use to recruit, select, and hire veterans. The study fills a gap in the literature and may enhance knowledge pertaining to the recruitment policies and hiring practices of hiring managers and highlight the business-related skills of the veteran population. Understanding strategies, matrices, and techniques that hiring managers are practicing may contribute to sustainable business practices and social outcomes by identifying positions that the veteran population may be able to fulfill and what potential quality of work life nuances may need consideration. The occupational training individuals receive in the military is similar to several types of civilian employment, yet veterans are having difficulties transferring to the civilian labor market (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013; Kleykamp, 2009; Whyman, Lemmon, & Teachman, 2011). There are 770,000 unemployed veterans, and more than a million expected to leave the military by 2016 (The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 2011). Between the challenges of returning to civilian life and the condition of the U.S. economy, new veterans are facing uncertain economic futures. The focus of the study was to gain a clearer understanding of what strategies and techniques hiring managers use to map the experiences of veterans to employment opportunities within their organizations. I explored hiring methods of hiring managers concerning the veteran population to understand if differing strategies and techniques affect job mapping strategies with veterans’ KSAs. The knowledge gained from the study could address the recruitment policies and hiring practices of organizations, allowing them to integrate the military culture, language, and skillsets transferable into the civilian workplace, garnering a competitive advantage.

A qualitative single case study exploring the strategies and techniques used by hiring managers, and understanding how these methods affect the hiring practices regarding veterans, provides the opportunity to reduce inequalities in hiring practices and recruitment strategies (Fogle, 2012). Recruitment strategies and hiring practices contribute to the high unemployment rate among skilled veterans moving to civilian employment (Fogle, 2012). The high unemployment rate negatively affects veterans, their families, and the U.S. economy (Faberman & Foster, 2013). The weak economy is one reason for the high unemployment (Faberman & Foster, 2013). The unemployment rate for veterans is higher than for nonveterans (Faberman & Foster, 2013). Though the unemployment rate among
veterans is decreasing, it remains higher than the national average (DoL, 2014). World War II and Vietnam veterans reentered the workforce during a time of steady employment and a stable economy (Faberman & Foster, 2013). During the 1980s, a greater number of veterans in the civilian workplace understood military credentialing (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014). In 2014, with a smaller percentage of veterans in the workplace due to the retirement of workers from the Traditionalist and Baby Boomer generations, newer hiring managers may not understand military credentialing (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014). Hiring managers need to know and implement strategies and techniques to help with licensing or certification so that veterans can use the skills learned in the military.

1.4 Definition of Terms

For the purpose of the study, I include the following definitions for clarification. The listed terms may clarify industry-specific issues yet not be part of common vocabulary.

**Baby Boomers:** Baby Boomers are those people born in the generation between 1945 and 1964 (Migliaccio, 2013).

**Gulf War-era II veterans:** Gulf War-era II veterans are men and women who served in the United States Armed Forces anywhere in the world at any time since September 2001 and had returned to civilian life (Walker, 2008). In collaboration with the VA and the DoL’s Employment and Training Service, the term *Gulf War-era II* was developed (DoL, 2014).

**Organizational change theory:** Organizational change theory is the process of implementing changes within an organization guided by a certain set of rules (Whelan-Berry & Somerville, 2010).

**Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD):** Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a mental illness attributable to a traumatic event such as military combat (Muldoon & Lowe, 2012).

**Reservists:** Reservists are guard and reserve personnel that rely primarily on civilian employment with the military providing supplemental income (Griffith, 2010). Reservists devote at least 39 days a year of military service, one weekend a month of drills, 15 days of training, and may be required to serve on active duty (Griffith, 2010). During deployment, reservists can leave their civilian jobs for up to 24 months at a time (LeardMann et al., 2013). Approximately 70% of the deployed reservists are from small to medium civilian jobs (Griffith, 2010).

**Traditionalist:** Traditionalist are those people in the generation born between 1925 and 1943 (Gibson et al., 2010).

**Veteran:** A veteran is a person who served in the armed forces, may have deployed to a war-zone, was honorably discharged, and is eligible for services at the VA (Seal et al., 2008).

2. Literature Review

The review of professional and academic literature was essential to create an empirical framework in the research of the high unemployment rate among skilled Gulf War-era II veterans and techniques to map learned military skills with professional job criteria. To
establish the background for the study, I discussed the concept of Gulf War-era II veterans and military personnel making the transition from the military to a civilian workforce to explain the basis of the research questions. Previous researchers (Beauchesne & O’Hair, 2013; Faberman & Foster, 2013) confirmed Gulf War-era II veterans returning to civilian employment had difficulty gaining employment. Faberman and Foster (2013) confirmed that hiring managers, using current processes, place veterans at a disadvantage in the recruiting and hiring process. Beauchesne and O’Hair (2013) confirmed that hiring managers could find the type of workers they are seeking among unemployed veterans. Without the academic credentials supporting the skill or training acquired in the military, hiring managers tend to overlook veterans as a hiring source (Beauchesne & O’Hair, 2013).

Exploration of the elements of military credentialing and issues and choices for veterans making the change from active duty to civilian life is a function of this study. Organized U.S. military training programs combine educational and on-the-job experience. Designed to build and develop leadership and management skills (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014), the training programs and the on-the-job experience help military personnel when they transition out of the military services. Whyman et al. (2011) confirmed that military occupational training and experience are similar to college students’ or other providers of training. The occupational training skillset is transferable directly to civilian occupations that include technological and managerial skills, which are valuable in the civilian workplace (Kleykamp, 2009).

Within the literature review is a discussion of recruitment and hiring practices and diversity in the workplace. Cole, Rubin, Field, and Giles (2007) conducted quantitative research study that indicated hiring managers should use academic qualification and work experience as the main criteria to determine a potential employee’s employability. Cole et al. concluded that hiring managers’ judgment about an applicant’s work-related skillset might be prone to attribution error. Further, an examination of federal and state law protections for veterans returning to the workforce occurred as part of the review. The implementation of laws and tax incentives pertaining to transitioning to the civilian workforce protects veterans in many ways (Parker, 2012). These laws put amenities into effect to provide veterans with advantages for reemployment, while at the same time giving veterans protection from discrimination (Parker, 2012).

The concept of social identity theory, contributing to a possible disinclination toward hiring veterans, is part of the literature review. Social identity often leads to social competition and even discrimination against groups (Kulik, Roberson, & Perry, 2007). Social identity theorists help explain prejudice and conflict in hiring decisions (Kulik et al., 2007). Additionally, an exploration of Lewin’s concept of organizational change as well as how the absence of organization change theory affects organizations occurs. Organizational change is applicable to the workplace and relate to the concepts of employee recruitment and hiring (Shanley, 2007), which I explored in the study.

2.1 Gulf War-Era II Veterans Returning to Civilian Employment

The Department of Defense (DoD) is the largest employer in the United States (Teachman, 2011) with over 1.4 million active soldiers, 26.4 million veterans, and more than 2 million
retirees (Bailey, 2011; Persyn & Polson, 2012). Five active-duty branches comprise the DoD and the respective Guard and Reserve units, which are critical to the defense of the United States of America (LeardMann et al., 2013). The branches of the United States military include the Army, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard, and the Air Force (LeardMann et al., 2013). Active duty military personnel primary employment is the military; guard and reserve personnel rely primarily on civilian employment with the military providing supplemental income (Griffith, 2010).

Guard and reserve members, called reservists, make up 46% of the U.S. Armed Forces (LeardMann et al., 2013). Guard and reserve members of the U.S. Armed Forces support full-time active military personnel (LeardMann et al., 2013). The guard and reserve components of the U.S. Armed Forces include Army Reserve, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, Coast Guard Reserve, Air Force Reserve, Army National Guard, and the Air National Guard (LeardMann et al., 2013). Guard and reserve members devote at least 39 days a year of military service, one weekend a month of drills, 15 days of training, and may be required to serve on active duty (Griffith, 2010). During deployment, the guard and reserve members can leave their civilian jobs for up to 24 months at a time (LeardMann et al., 2013). LeardMann et al. (2013) noted approximately 70% of the deployed guard and reserve members are from small to medium civilian jobs. Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) protects the guard and reserve members called to deployment and provides the returning members’ civilian job rights and benefits (DoL, 2014). USERRA provides returning guard and reserve members prompt reemployment back into the same civilian job, with the same seniority, status, pay, and other rights and benefits (DoL, 2014). LeardMann et al. reported that even with the USERRA enactment, returning guard and reserve member reported discrimination and adverse actions resulting from the deployment.

Thousands of Gulf War-era II veterans have returned from wars overseas (Bangerter et al., 2010), and Ra'ees (2010) expected more than a million to leave the military by 2016. Upon return, some veterans’ active service military careers will end and civilian life will begin. Some veterans’ military careers end by choice and others leave due to combat-related injuries.

The DoL, DoD, and the VA provide services to all military personnel making the transition from the military to a civilian workforce through preseparation counseling and transition assistance workshops (Simpson & Armstrong, 2009). Some of the transition assistance workshops include employment counseling, employment placement services, resume writing, interview techniques development, education, and training services (Bangerter et al., 2010).

The Gulf War-era II veterans returning to civilian employment have difficulty gaining employment (Kleykamp, 2009). According to the DoL (2014), 33% of Gulf War-era II veterans have some college but no degree versus 19% for non-veterans. In June 2011, the unemployment rate for all veterans was 13.3% compared to nonveterans at 9% (DoL, 2014). Gulf War-era II veterans between the ages of 20 and 24 had more than double the unemployment rate of nonveterans and almost 3 times higher than the national average (Kleykamp, 2009).
The DoL (2014) reported that about 1 in 4 Gulf War-era II veteran has a service-connected disability diagnoses. Some veterans have obvious disabilities such as blindness, amputations, or mobility impairments. The other not-so-obvious disabilities are PTSD, traumatic brain injury (TBI), or depression (Capehart & Bass, 2012). Under Title 38, Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 31, assistance is available for veterans with service-connected disabilities (Gade & Wilkins, 2013) during and after the transition to civilian life through the VA vocational rehabilitation and employment programs (Sayer et al., 2011). The VA vocational rehabilitation and employment program for veterans provides intensive services to assist veterans to prepare for, find, and keep employment (Gade & Wilkins, 2013).

Despite protective laws in the USERRA, in a 60 Minutes CBS news report, Stahl (2008) reported thousands of returning veterans have lost their civilian jobs held prior to their deployment, due to demotion, penalization, or firing. The Institute of Medicine (IOM, 2010) committee reported that the reemployment problem, following military service, commonly occurred with veterans formally employed by small businesses. The IOM committee further reported that some small businesses avoid hiring veterans altogether. Griffith (2010) reported extended guard and reserve members’ deployment created problems when returning to civilian employment. Military guard and reserve members reported that, after deployment, they returned to lesser jobs and/or were fired when they tried to reestablish a relationship with their former civilian employers (Griffith, 2010).

Perl (2011) examined the needs of veterans with an emphasis on the homelessness among U.S. veterans. According to Perl, the characteristics associated with an increase in the number of homeless veterans were unemployment, having a disability, and being unmarried. Perl provided background information, demographics, programs, and policies on veterans. The reasons for veterans’ homelessness vary. Perl reported Gulf War-era II veterans in the homeless program had a higher unemployment rate because they lacked college degrees.

### 2.2 Military Credentialing

The DoD is the largest employer in the United States, including more than 700 different occupations (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014). Similar to college students or other providers of training, military personnel learn several different occupational training skills (Whyman et al., 2011). The occupational training skillset is transferable directly to civilian occupations, including technological and managerial skills highly valuable in the civilian workplace (Kleykamp, 2009). Following basic training, military personnel training entails specific military occupational specialties ranging from logistics, automotive and avionics, to medical information, management, leadership, law enforcement, and administration. According to Whyman et al. (2011), military occupational specialties provide valuable skills and occupational training used to gain employment after military service in the civilian labor market. Whyman et al. argued that there was an increase in the transferability of the military occupational specialties’ training to civilian employment after the postdraft 1973, all-volunteer military force era. Further, Whyman et al. noted that during the draft era there was a 25% to 30% transferability rate of skills learned in the military to civilian employment. After the 1973 draft era, the transferability percentage increased to 45% to 50% (Whyman et
al., 2011). As the number of military occupational specialty skills increased, a higher likelihood of veterans finding employment after the military existed (Whyman et al., 2011).

Dawson, Burrell, and Rahim (2010) examined several articles to find out the application of theory in large organizations with specific interest to the DoD. Dawson et al. emphasized on the theory of military organizations and leadership training and transitioning the acquired skills to civilian employment. Furthermore, Dawson et al. revealed how hiring a veteran is an advantage due to the decision-making, theories taught, and the applications to organizations within the DoD. Adler and Castro (2013) further described that military experience provides veterans with valuable skills, experience, and qualifications that include teamwork and leadership, ability to work under pressure and to meet deadline, a high standard of quality, and strong work ethics. Dawson et al. and Adler and Castro highlighted these core principles, decision-making, learning leadership execution through educational means, leadership in the military, and the use in the transition to civilian organizations.

Kleykamp (2010) investigated the military drawdown in the 1990s and its effect on employment rates and college enrollment. During a 5-year period, there were approximately 500,000 military jobs lost because of this drawdown (Kleykamp, 2010). Kleykamp revealed, while the drawdown had little effect on employment rates, the drawdown had a significant impact on college enrollment. Kleykamp noted veterans who left the military because of the drawdown may have gained training and skills, transferable to the civilian sector, and could increase employment rates in general. Bangerter et al. (2010) presented the cognitive information processing theory to help veterans transitioning into the civilian workforce when making new career choices. Bangerter et al. noted the cognitive information processing approach allowed career counselors to address clients' current career problems simultaneously as well as teach veterans skills to make career decisions across their life spans.

Members of The White House Office of the Press Secretary (2011) discussed a plan to assist veterans converting from military service to the civilian workforce. The plan to help veterans transition to the civilian workforce included hiring tax credits, private sector commitments, and government reforms. Christian (2012) discussed work opportunity tax credit (WOTC), which is a federal tax credit incentive enacted by Congress for employers who hire unemployed veterans. In addition to WOTC, Congress enacted the Returning Heroes Tax Credit, and the Wounded Warriors Tax Credit (Parker, 2012). The enactment of these federal tax incentives supports the doctoral study on the problem of unemployment among veterans.

Bullock, Braud, Andrews, and Phillips (2009) surveyed veterans transitioning into civilian employment associative with their interest patterns, barriers to employments, level of negative thinking about a career, and general personality structure to understand career concerns from a veteran's point of view. Bullock et al. revealed that while veterans had a negative career concern comparable to nonveterans, there were more negative factors found associated with veterans' career concerns. Bullock et al. recommended certain opportunities for intervention to aid career counselors when interacting with veterans.

Klusek and Bornstein (2006) examined the job profiles of 21 business and finance
occupations in the DoL's ONet database to discover if the skills and work activities associated with these jobs demanded an information-literate worker. Klusek and Bornstein found information literacy skills valuable in the workplace and an integral part of the work activities demanded by business and finance occupations.

The implementation of tax incentives provides a synonymous viewpoint that employers will attempt to admit veterans into the workplace as any civilian (Parker, 2012). Information literacy skills hold a valuable perspective while intercessions are in place to guide veterans to handle their apprehensions involving career decision-making (Gati, Ryzhik, & Vertsberger, 2013). Employers embrace the truth that the military experience portrays veterans as possessing adequate judgments in building honorable firms, during difficult and prime times (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014). It becomes evident that veterans are profoundly capable of making positive advances in civilian employment (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014).

2.3 Recruitment and Hiring Practices

Hiring well-qualified candidates present human resource challenges for companies (Avery, McKay, & Wilson 2008). Some employers target certain employees with specific characteristics leading employers to discrimination and prejudice in hiring practices (Portillo & Block, 2012). Portillo and Block (2012) described discrimination as merely the act of employers engaging in personal tastes and preferences. The legal definition of discrimination is the act of unfair treatment, harassment or, denying rights because of race, religion, gender, age, disability, nationality, sexual orientation, and other defining characteristics (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission [EEOC], 2012). Antidiscrimination laws are beneficial to employers because by discriminating in the hiring practices, employers face higher costs in several ways (Portillo & Block, 2012). The example noted by Portillo and Block was the cost in discriminating in the hiring process leads to a smaller pool of job applicants. The smaller pool of job applicants leads to longer and more extensive searches, and the cost includes lost productivity (Portillo & Block, 2012).

Hays-Thomas, Bowen, and Boudreaux (2012) noted the importance of adopting diversity skills in the workplace. Diversity skills are necessary for success in organizations (Hays-Thomas et al., 2012). Diversity skills help the leaders of organizations attract a diverse and highly skilled set of workers. Veterans’ education, training, positions held, and awards earned bring a wealth of diversity of skills to the civilian workforce (Bangerter et al., 2010). Pager, Bonikowski, and Western (2009) noted workplace discrimination continued to be a subtle yet hard to measure obstacle that limits the minority workforce. To address whether employers’ behavior affected employment opportunities for minorities, Pager el al. conducted an experiment on employment discrimination and the effect in the low-wage labor market of New York City. Young qualified men from different races posed as job applicants with similar characteristics. The result of the Pager et al. study revealed that in the direct observation of employer behavior, Blacks were half as likely to receive a callback or job offer as the equally qualified Whites. Despite federal laws prohibiting job discrimination, racial differences in employment remained a cause of economic inequality.
Perceived workplace discrimination can create a difficult and costly environment for both individuals and employers (Avery et al., 2008). For individuals, perceived workplace discrimination can increase work stress, detract from physical and emotional health, and impact productivity (Avery et al., 2008). For hiring managers, perceived discrimination can undermine employee commitment, lessen organizational citizenship behavior, morale, and can lead to a direct impact on the organization’s bottom line (Avery et al., 2008). Avery et al. (2008) examined the affect of demographics on the prevalence of perceived workplace discrimination. Avery et al. surveyed 763 full-time employees throughout the United States. The results of the study reflected that perceived sex-based discrimination at work were more prevalent among female employees than male, and perceived race-based discrimination at work was more prevalent toward Black and Hispanic employees than Whites.

Pearson, Dovidio, and Gaertner (2009) examined how social and historical developments have influenced the intellectual climate surrounding the study of prejudice, and illustrated how the advances in the study reflected one type of racial bias, aversive racism. Aversive racism is a subtly and unconsciously form of bias (Teal, Gill, Green, & Crandall, 2012). Under the hiring and recruiting context, aversion racism manifests itself when an individual unconsciously or unintentionally discriminates against a job applicant perceived to be different.

2.4 Employment Laws for Veterans

Thousands of Gulf War-era II military personnel returned from wars overseas and re-entered civilian employment or searched for new employment (Greenwald, 2012). Several federal and state laws provide protection for veterans from employment discrimination, starting with the Veterans’ Preference Act, enacted in 1944. The Veterans’ Preference Act granted veterans preference over non-veterans in hiring practices wherever federal funds are utilized (Greenwald, 2012). The Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1972 is a similar act because private employers, contractors, and subcontractors required by law to give disabled or Vietnam veterans’ preference in hiring when working on federal contracts (Greenwald, 2012).

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on sex, race, hiring, firing, and promoting (Maldonado, 2011). Title VII of the Civil Rights Act specifically focused on discrimination in employment in any business with more than 25 employees (Maldonado, 2011). Title VII applies to the hiring, promotion, firing, promotion, demotion, compensation, fringe benefits, job training, and all other aspects of employment (Hagen, 2011). Title VII of the Civil Rights Act is important because this act provides equal employment opportunity for everyone based on the individual’s abilities necessary to perform the job.

Enacted in 1990, The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) protects individuals with disabilities from discrimination, unemployment, and allows access to various social institutions (O’Brien & Brown, 2009). The ADA's criteria to determine if an individual is disabled are: (a) an individual that has a physical or mental impairment substantially limiting that individual’s life activities; (b) an individual that has a history of such impairment; or (c) an individual perceived to have such impairment (Clarke & Cohen, 2010). Title I of the ADA
covers all aspects of employment and prohibits employers with 15 or more employees from discriminating against an individual who, with reasonable accommodations can perform the essential functions of the job (Bowman, 2011). For example, it is illegal for employers to discriminate against a veteran that has PTSD or assumes that the veteran has PTSD (van Bogaert, 2008). The ADA further prohibits employers from obtaining or conducting veterans’ pre-employment medical information unless the inquiries are job-related and justified (van Bogaert, 2008).

Enacted in 1994, USERRA protects service members in four different ways: (a) reemployment after service, (b) reemployment to the civilian position the service member held prior to active duty deployment or a similar position, (c) prevent employers from discriminating against service members because of service, and (d) prevents employers from dismissing service members without just cause within 180 days to one-year (Pate, 2011). USERRA discrimination protection applies to all employers regardless of size and extends to all employees, including managerial and professional employees (Ogles, 2012). Additionally, there are federal laws making the recruiting and hiring of veterans a priority. Even with these laws, some hiring managers are still reluctant to hire veterans (Parker, 2012). The U.S. government has enacted the Veteran’s Opportunity to Work (VOW) and Hire Heroes Act of 2011, to encourage employers to hire veterans with service related disabilities, by providing tax credits and incentives for employers (Parker, 2012). The tax credit provides incentives up to $9,600 for hiring unemployed veterans with service related disabilities (Parker, 2012).

The implementation of laws and tax incentives, pertaining to transitioning to the civilian workforce protects veterans in many ways (Parker, 2012). These laws put amenities into effect to provide veterans with advantages for reemployment, while at the same time giving them protection from discrimination. USERRA assures the protection of our heroes. As of 2011, several tax enticement programs such as the VOW program encouraged employers to hire our veterans, despite handicaps and disabilities. It is in our nation’s future to mainstream veterans into the civilian lifestyle of today’s workforce (Tucker, Sinclair & Thomas, 2005).

2.5 Social Identity Theory

Human resource managers display stereotypes with respect to an applicant’s social categories, such as age, race, disability, or gender (Kulik et al., 2007). Kulik et al. (2007) suggested that when matching an applicant to a job, human resource managers possess an awareness of the applicant’s social identity. These stereotypes can influence the human resource manager’s hiring decision without the person’s knowledge (Kulik et al., 2007).

Social identity theory, that was built on Festinger’s (1954) social comparison theory, attempts to explain how groups of people categorize themselves leading to behaviors and in-groups within organizations as cited in (Cannella, Jones, & Withers, 2015). Tajfel and Turner developed their social identity theory in 1979 (O’Fallon & Butterfield, 2012). Tajfel and Turner (1986) defined social identity theory as the connection of a group membership and the value significance placed on those group memberships (Pearce, 2013). Early motives for social identity theory were to enhance self-esteem within the in-group to promote distinctiveness (Deaux & Burke, 2010). Later, researchers posited several other motives
including uncertainty reduction about one’s place within the social world, and maintaining balance and consistency (Deaux & Burke, 2010). For both the individual who adheres to a specific social identity and those who view them as belonging to a particular category, social identity has many implications beyond labeling (Major, 2012). The category label may be the fabric containing a rich tapestry of cognitive beliefs, emotional associations, and behavioral consequences (Major, 2012).

Due to the social capacity of individuals, people have expectations about specific stereotypes (Deaux & Burke, 2010); the expectation that one is judged because of their social group membership and not because of actual performance or potential may be a roadblock to employment (Block, Koch, Liberman, Merriweather, & Roberson, 2011). Social identity expectation transfers during social interactions with other persons, as well as, society (Block et al., 2011). Social identity expected standards help train individual behavior and targets self-definition within the organization (Deaux & Burke, 2010).

Social identity theorists focus on conditions that lead members of an individual group, known as the in-group, to discriminate against others, known as the out-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Tajfel and Turner proposed that social identity theory centers on three mental processes: (a) social categorization, (b) social identification, and (c) social comparison. The first stage, social categorization is the process of categorizing people in the in-group or the out-group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). The second stage, social identification is the process wherein the group members share a common identity and conform to the norms of the group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). When individuals attach a huge sense of identity to their group membership, an endangered identity develops and a conflict exists between the in-group and the out-group; and prejudice or negative feelings are more likely to occur (Bilewicz & Kofta, 2011). The final stage, social comparison, is the process an individual categorizes himself or herself as belonging to a specific group as compared to other groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1986).

Under social identity, grouping of individuals may occur based on race, nationality, gender, ethnicity, religion, age, or a variety of other factors (Ashcraft, 2013). Identity also can be associated with the profession (Gade & Wilkins, 2013). Professional identity formed as individuals adopt behaviors and preferences in-sync with the goals of the organization, thereby changing the impact his or her own values may have on the behavior of the bureaucracy (Gade & Wilkins, 2013). Gade and Wilkins defined veterans’ identities as a unique and separate class within society. Veteran’s status has become a group-based social identity, more than an individually based identity (Brewer, 2001). Brewer explained the process as the fortunes and misfortunes of how the group form and become responsive to personal outcomes, forming a protective group for veterans. For example, Gade and Wilkins noted that veterans identify themselves by war era, location, and length of service, combat exposure, service-connected disability, and rank.

Empirical research literature refuting social identity theory is sparse. Most of the studies on social identity focus on collective identities (Ashforth, Harrison, & Corley, 2008). The importance of social identity theory to the current study is that it introduced the concept of categorizing salience hierarchy. Considered a collective whole, veterans identify easily with
their peers (Brown & Gross, 2011). When working with a veteran, other non-veteran employees may find it difficult to relate to typical work situations due to their social identity (Brown & Gross, 2011). Having effective veterans’ support groups can help ease the veteran into the workforce with little to no stress (Brown & Gross, 2011). In contrast, the shared view of stress implies that climates permeate entire workplaces and may even affect employees who do not personally feel excessive role demands (Brown & Gross, 2011). Social psychological research on social identity formation pinpoint psychological processes to expound on how these effects might occur (Brown & Gross, 2011).

While discrimination laws were enacted to create equality and diversity in the workplace (Jones & Lewis, 2011; Portillo & Block, 2012), according to Kulik et al. (2007), human resource managers use social identity stereotypes when making hiring and promoting decisions that can lead to discrimination and biases in organizations. The effects of social identity not only have a role in the applicant obtaining an interview, but can also influence the overall evaluation of the interview (Dovidio, Gaertner, Kawakami, & Hodson, 2002).

Individuals have several career choices besides the military (Deaux & Burke, 2010). To maintain the required level of staffing within the military, Congress enacted various benefit packages to attract new recruits (Deaux & Burke, 2010). The military leaders place significant emphasis on education and training offered to veterans as a means of integrating returning veterans into the civilian workplace (Deaux & Burke, 2010). The utilization of social identity theory in the study illustrate how hiring managers can use the construct of social identity theory to assist them in the hiring and recruiting of veterans to eliminate the barriers in veterans’ employability and to develop diversity in the workplace (Herring, 2009).

2.6 Organizational Change Theory

The concept of organizational change is a common theme in most organizations regardless of industry or size (Reddin & Stuart-Kotze, 1972). Organizational change must occur in order to realize possible benefits and transition from compliance to a responsible organization (Teelken & Watson, 2014). A variety of the organizational change theories exist in the literature review. Some are Lewin’s (1951) three-stage organizational change, Reddin and Stuart-Kotze’s (1972) change theory, and Kotter’s (1996) field of change management.

Lewin (1951) played a key role in the evolution of organizational development that includes human resources development and communication. Lewin identified three stages of organizational change: (a) unfreezing technique reduces residence to change; (b) movement technique involves developing new behavior and attitude through training; and (c) refreezing or freezing technique return the organization to a new state of stability. The ongoing work team guided by the change agent or catalyst directs the identified steps of change (Lewin, 1951). The ongoing work team and the change agent show commitment to organizational development at all stages of the activities, including the diagnosis, implementation, and evaluation (Bell & Bodie, 2012). The commitment to organizational development at all stages is important to a successful change (Lewin, 1951). While an organization may have individuals in leadership positions, not all of those individuals may possess leadership qualities (Bell & Bodie, 2012). As Bell and Bodie noted, there is an identified need for
developing leaders who can implement organizational change. Furthermore, Bell and Bodie stated that the change agent or catalyst looked for effective change or multivariate theories to explain the course and outcomes of change that guide the theory of change management. According to Benmelech and Frydman (2014), there is a lack of corporate organizational leaders with military experience. Leadership knowledge, training, and experiences are the main characteristics of the military, which are valued in a competitive business environment (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014). Drawing from Lewin’s organizational change theory in the study provides a perspective on how the absence of organizational change theory affects organizations. In the undertaking of any substantial organizational change, hiring managers would be wise to examine the availability of the right individual to lead the change.

Kotter (1996) defined the field of change management as the process of implementing changes within an organization guided by a certain set of rules. Examples of change management include culture changes, vision and mission changes, operational changes, and strategic changes. Kotter introduced eight steps for successful change management: (a) understanding the implication such a change will have on the employees, (b) developing an effective team that understands the organizational values and culture, (c) change management team should work to ensure buy-in from management and stakeholders, (d) develop effective communication methods, (e) effective training or skill upgrading, (f) plan for employee resistance, (g) celebrate important milestones and achievements, and (h) solicit feedback and input which will further improve change management approaches for the future. Kotter indicated that change is constant and difficult to predict. Organization leaders must expect the unexpected and design processes and controls that minimize the disruptive effects of unexpected changes (Kotter, 1996). Further, Reddin and Stuart-Kotze (1972) developed a theory of change that can be used by organizational leaders. Reddin and Stuart-Kotze indicated that organizational leaders should assess their business environment, identify the most appropriate behavior, and implement change effectively. Reddin and Stuart-Kotze suggested seven techniques used to implement change. Diagnose, mutual setting of objectives, group emphasis, maximum information, discussion of implementation, use of ceremony and ritual, and resistance interpretation. The first technique emphasized by Reddin and Stuart-Kotze is that organizational leaders may observe the environment and diagnose the problem. Second, ensure that all employees whom the change will affect are aware of the goals of the change. Third, emphasis that affected group or team will help to execute the change. Fourth, provide information to group or team members affected by the proposed changed. Fifth, create and discuss with the group or team members the plan for implementing the proposed change. Sixth, study the culture in the environment and apply any existing ceremonies in the environment to keep the employees involved in the change process. Seventh, after the implementation of change, organizational leaders may check for any resistance to change. By using Reddin and Stuart-Kotze’s theory of change techniques, organizational leaders could present a positive image of the industry to attract, recruit, and retain skilled workers.

Hiring managers might be able to apply Lewin’s (1951), Kotter’s (1996), or Reddin and Stuart-Kotze’s (1972) change theory model as a framework for their organizational change.
The multiple model approach requires organization leaders to increase competitiveness by improving their organizational effectiveness and flexibility (Shirey, 2011). Lewin emphasized human resources development and communication, Kotter focused on all aspects for the change to happen in an organization, and Reddin and Stuart-Kotze focused on the collaborative relationship between all employees to overcome resistance to change management.

According to Maon, Lindgreen, and Swaen (2009), Lewin’s (1951) change theory is the most popular because it revolves around the concept of doing away with previous processes to allow new processes to become the norm. As business processes and practices become outdated and are no longer suitable for the competitive situations, organizations move toward changes (Hanafizadeh & Osouli, 2011). Hanafizadeh and Osouli (2011) suggested all corporations radically reinvent how their business processes work, and could try to achieve radical performance gains. The changes do not necessarily need to be drastic changes. Minor changes in the processes, team, or system incorporated for growth of the organization affects the whole organization or industry (Hanafizadeh & Osouli, 2011). In contrast, some changes are routine and others non-routine (Hanafizadeh & Osouli, 2011). The change can be structural change, cost change, process change, or cultural change (Hanafizadeh & Osouli, 2011). Alteration to the organizational structure or reorganization due to a merger and acquisition come under structural changes (Stare, 2010). Attempts of an organization to reduce the costs incurred on various processes (Stare, 2010). The processes include departmental cost cutting, reducing budgets, laying-off employees, and removing non-essential activities along with the improvement in efficiency or performances are cost changes (Stare, 2010). Process changes are the implementation of new processes in manufacturing, the service industry, or by modifying the current process to improve efficiency or effectiveness of organizational procedures (Stare, 2010). Cultural changes are the least substantial of all the types of change but can be the most difficult (Stare, 2010). An organization’s culture consists of shared assumptions, values, and beliefs. When organizational leaders attempt to adapt to various changes in the culture, they face problems aligning the organization’s culture to the diverse individual (Northouse, 2010). Organizational leaders implement certain techniques and testing necessary for organizations to be sustainable.

Christensen, Marx, and Stevenson (2006) highlighted the need for leaders to instill cooperation to elicit change in an organization. Christensen et al. conducted an analysis of types of leadership and the effectiveness of those styles in fostering change. Leaders are typically relying on one style predominantly and not being flexible to understand the leadership style needed to foster collaboration in a given situation for based on need (Christensen et al., 2006).

Leigh, Shapiro, and Penney (2010) conducted a mixed-method research study that examined the effectiveness of the leadership development methods undertaken by the Emerging Leaders Program (ELP), from corporate and non-profit sectors in the Boston area. Leigh et al. focused on leadership training programs and the ability to instill leadership traits that foster collaboration within an organization and work groups. Leigh et al. attempted to bridge the
gap between traditional leadership styles and a more recent finding that collaborative leadership is necessary and more effective in affecting change.

Shanley (2007) conducted research on the disparity between a middle managers’ experience with management of change and the ability to lead change efforts, and the support needed to develop their skills organically. Shanley found that managers do not have a clear understanding of how to integrate management of change within their day-to-day job duties. Shanley concluded although managers are skilled as leaders, being effective in managing change often requires skills, which may not be inherent, but rather developed. In contrast, Chamberlin (2010) examined how leaders are not always those in charge, but those that have influence. Chamberlin suggested that leaders are those whom others go to for answers. Chamberlin explained how to identify leaders who already exist, and recruit professionals who would provide a model for leadership. Furthermore, Chamberlin’s study shared the cycle of leadership – delegation, decision-making, and accountability.

Cowan Sahadath (2011) studied organizational change process by focusing on whether senior management verbal interactions influence organizational behavior. Furthermore, Cowan Sahadath illustrated the importance of spoken conversations with subordinates. Several implications emerged from the research; Cowan Sahadath stated that the result of the study helped senior management gain a clearer understanding of how effectively verbal interactions with subordinates influenced business change. Cowan Sahadath explained the urgency of developing change leaders that are aware of the importance such conversations play in leadership.

According to Hays-Thomas et al. (2012), diversity organizational change arises from the top management learning new things and unlearning others can lead to changing oneself. Organizational change stems from the conversion of individual learning to collective learning (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011). Organizational change is an ongoing and never-ending process of organizational life (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011). Breakdowns occur when organizations do not change inconsistencies within the change process (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011). Change is complex; once a breakdown is identified the proper change model must begin (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011). Embedding change process in an organizational system is critical (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011).

One can observe how organizational structure plays a role in the outlook of veterans in the civilian workplace. The employers setup a system of structural change that integrates process, as well as cultural change (Cullen, Edwards, Casper, & Gue, 2014). Employers strive to input modifications when utilizing change (Hanafizadeh & Osouli, 2011). The use of leadership is to incorporate the needs of the organization cohesiveness and the workgroup (Sloan, 2013). The study continues to ascertain the impact on experiences during the hiring process (Demuijnck, 2009).

3. Research Question

The central research question for the study was as follows: What strategies, matrices, and techniques do hiring managers use to recruit, select, and hire veterans?
3.1 Interview Questions

1. What are the critical requirements and how does your organization identify and evaluate these requirements when making a new hire decision?

2. How do you map hiring criteria and the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) when comparing military learned skillsets?

3. How might the KSAs of a veteran strengthen your organization for a qualifying position?

4. What is your process for evaluating job skills needed to drive change within your organization?

5. What strategies, tools, and techniques, if any, do you use to determine job competencies of veterans and nonveterans for equivalent positions?

6. How do you determine the criteria in the job description accurately reflect the transferable skills developed by veterans?

7. What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gap(s) regarding veterans?

8. What additional information you believe will add value to the study?

4. Methodology

A qualitative method was appropriate for this study because of the nature of the problem statement and the requirement to analyze intangible elements such as an individual’s attitudes, experiences, beliefs, and behaviors. Qualitative research enables researchers to understand the complexity of social phenomena through semistructured and open-ended interviews designed to seek answers to questions on the creation and sustainability of social actions and social experiences (Damico & Ball, 2010). Quantitative or a mixed method was not appropriate for the study because quantitative research does not depict the human experience (Gelo et al., 2012). Using a qualitative method to explore the hiring techniques and strategies of organizational leaders and understand how these methods affect the hiring practices regarding veterans was deemed the best choice for this study.

I selected qualitative case study design approach to obtain information on the hiring practices of an organization collected from individuals who can demonstrate the phenomenon under investigation. Experiential knowledge rather than abstract and theoretical knowledge is the emphasis on a case study design (Yin, 2011). Case studies are ideal in complex situations wherein the researcher tries to understand and improve a business practice (Yin, 2011). Case study design describes commonality among the participants (Yin, 2011), and in the current study, hiring practices, strategies, and techniques used defined the commonality.

4.1 Population and Sampling

The population for the study was eight hiring managers with one or more years of hiring experience from a midsized company in the Upper Hudson Valley Region of New York. As
posited by Chenail (2010), I used purposive sampling and a subcategory of purposive sampling called snowball sampling in the selection of the participants that will best match the desired characteristics of the population. Using a purposive sampling technique allows for the selections of participants who can assist in recognizing the problem and the research question and using the snowballing technique allows data saturation to occur (Suri, 2011). To ensure the collection of sufficient data, I interviewed a sample size of six hiring managers within the research company initially; however, the data collection process continued beyond this initial number to eight hiring managers when no new data emerged and data saturation was achieved. Furthermore, the review of secondary materials such as, organizational documents, websites, archival reports, and brochures related to the study to triangulate data and ensure data saturation.

4.2 Data Collection

I conducted in-depth qualitative open-ended interviews as the data collection method for the study. Open-ended interviews will allow each participant, who has experienced the phenomenon of recruiting veterans, to articulate his or her lived experiences effectively (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2012). Open-ended question interview process will include questions that will provide the opportunity to explore any impromptu issues relating to the problem statement based on the participants’ responses (Gelo et al., 2012). I conducted the interview process face-to-face except in one case in which the participant was not accessible. I utilized telephone interviews at the participants’ request and convenience.

5. Results

I conducted methodological triangulation by utilizing the interview responses, member checking, company documentation, and academic review of the literature that correlated with data obtained from the interviews. The first level of identification occurred during the initial review of each interview transcript. I read each transcript, analyzed each interview response, and then conducted open coding utilizing NVivo software, analytic tool used to facilitate the coding process. I have summarized the four primary themes related to this research question in this section. In addition, I have further classified three of the primary themes into subthemes. Table 1 shows the frequency with which the themes appeared throughout the interviews and across the data.

Table 1
Frequency of Themes for the Central Research Question
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme/Subtheme</th>
<th>Number of interviewees mentioning this theme</th>
<th>Total quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategies used to fill open positions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers ensure potential hires have relevant experience</em></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers list the required skills in a job description</em></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers use lists of competencies</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers verify certifications or licenses</em></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers evaluate employees in the same manner</em></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific recruitment and interview protocols</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hiring managers do not do anything differently for veterans</em></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans have skills from military training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Veterans are disciplined and responsible</em></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Veterans have leadership skills</em></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Veterans can work with a team</em></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No experience with hiring veterans</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Subthemes are italicized.

**Theme A: Strategies Used to Fill Open Positions**
The most frequent reoccurring theme included the specific strategies hiring managers used to hire employees for organizational fit. Within this theme, the participants identified the key factors they used to recruit, select, and hire employees. Based on the eight participants’ responses and the review of the organizational documents, the strategy for hiring managers includes the review of resumes of potential candidates and the use of a hiring matrix (Tsai, Chi, Huang, & Hsu, 2011). The review of resumes and hiring matrices theme supports the academic literature and the social identity theory. When matching an applicant to a job, hiring managers possess an awareness of the applicant’s social identity (Gholston, 2015). This was a clear theme that emerged from the participants’ responses. Hiring managers are the gatekeepers to the workplace (Malos, 2015); therefore, their hiring and recruiting strategies are of importance to the workforce. Although the hiring managers’ main focus is on recruiting and hiring decisions aimed at attracting the right candidates, there is reason to believe that hiring managers’ personal feelings and biases can play a crucial role in these decisions (Ruggs, Hebl, Walker, & Fa-Kaji, 2014). This appears to lead to unrecognized discrimination.

As a result of the data analysis, five subthemes emerged with regard to hiring strategies used by hiring managers: (a) hiring managers ensure potential hires have relevant experience, (b) hiring managers list the required skills in a job description, (c) hiring managers use lists of competencies, (d) hiring managers verify certifications or licenses, and (e) hiring managers evaluate all employees the same manner.

**Subtheme 1: Hiring managers ensure potential hires have relevant experience.**
Participants mentioned this 16 times in seven interviews. For example, P1 stated, “Then we also like to see some experience.” Later this same participant elaborated and explained,

I don't know that I look necessarily whether it's veteran skills and... Skills, what did you say? Abilities and knowledge or a layman, as long they have it, again I don't care exactly where it occurs. Now because what I really look for is experience providing personal care assistance, showers, medication administration or assistance rather. Experience working with dementia, things like that. I don't know how much opportunity there is within the military structure for that. But as long as it's there, again, it doesn't matter whether it's a military setting that it happened in or a civilian setting.

P2 said, “When making the decision to hire or not to hire an applicant, the most critical elements are their experience and qualifications.” P3 indicated that “experience, sincerity, compassion, patience, and understanding” were important when hiring for a position.

When asked, “For instance, if you come across a vet. For instance, if you post your positions and you get an application and it's a vet. How do you map what you're looking for to what the vet might have learned in the military?” P4 said,

Probably just, look for what kind of things and experiences people have had that could add to it. Someone that has a lot of variety or a lot of education, or work experience really stands out. Because we want people who can pick up things fast, be a quick learner. We're willing to train, but obviously if we have someone that applies with no experience versus someone that has experience, that would kind of be higher on the list of consideration.
In a final example of this theme, P7 stated,

We look at any background in sales and marketing. Backgrounds in the hospitality industry are very compatible for this industry, in the sales office, so that helps. Again, having a good personality, someone who can really do discovery, have conversations with people to get to understand them and know what it is that they're looking for, 'cause it's a big process. So it would have to be personality, communication, sales background, hospitality background, any kind of customer service background. Those are all things that we look for.

Seven participants posited that relevant job experience and academic qualifications are extremely important in the hiring and recruiting process. For example, candidates lacking a college degree are not included in the hiring selection that requires candidates to have a college degree in order to qualify for an open position. In this theme, the participants appeared to support this stereotyping process as being justified discrimination based on educational level. This stereotyping process leads hiring managers to make assessments about a candidate’s ability to perform the job adequately. These job suitability ratings influence hiring decisions (Heilman, 1983). My immediate thoughts on hearing this theme were that this is no direct relationship between behavioral competencies required in a role clearly linked to a specific educational level.

Subtheme 2: Hiring managers list the required skills in a job description. Participants mentioned this subtheme six times in five interviews. P3 shared, “All applications list what we're looking for in the job description and the HR department will take information from the job description to advertise what they're looking for.” P4 said, “The job descriptions are pretty basic for the position.” P5 explained what the job descriptions include:

The job descriptions were all developed prior to me coming on board. I came to a lot. I was the lowest man on the totem pole. It was an entry-level position. As I grew up to management, we did make changes to job descriptions and requirements just due to the fact that the facility needs not so much to specifically hire certain individuals. Over the years, we've done more in-house work, and compared with other buildings in the region, we've adapted new requirements for every level to be able to do more in-house work.

When asked, “How do you determine the criteria in your job description to accurately reflect the transferable skills developed by veterans?” P7 noted the following about job descriptions:

Well, I answered an ad I found on Indeed to get this job. There was nothing in there that said they're looking for veterans, but what was in there was leadership, dependability, all of those things, and I think that those are the skills that you would find in a veteran. So I think that, that would probably be the best connection that we would...

In another example of this theme, P8 said, “Well, obviously we have job descriptions for all the different roles that we have.” Later in the interview P2 also shared, “We do have job competencies listed in all our job descriptions, so I think that's something that we look at very seriously.”

Six participants confirmed the use of job descriptions as a foundation when developing job
openings in their organization. Participants confirmed that factors such as knowledge, skills, and abilities of a candidate influence their hiring decisions. Candidates with specific skillset help organization complete work tasks and provide competitive advantage (Mwangi, Olay, & Simuyu, 2015). The participants corroborated that veteran received a wealth of knowledge, skills, and competencies through practical military experience transferable to civilian employment. I was surprised to learn that their job description did not include military culture and experience that could increase recruitment and hiring of veterans.

Subtheme 3: Hiring managers use lists of competencies. Participants mentioned this theme two times in the interview with P8. P8 explained,

So, we do use job competencies. For instance, some are specific; in maintenance, "Do you know how to use a lawn mower? Do you know how to use a weed whacker? Do you know how to use a circular saw?" Those kinds of things. And some are more specific, "Tell me about your supervisory skills. Tell me about..." So, I think with the military-learned skill sets, it would depend... There are the skill sets of very specific task-oriented competencies and then there is the skill set of things that they may have learned in the military that would give them leadership, supervisory skills, etcetera. So, we do use those competencies as kind of a road map when we're doing hiring.

I mean, like I said we do have competencies, so it might be things like... Even things like, "How do you respond to being given direction?" And that might be something from the military. Well, obviously someone from the military is gonna respond well to get... Or they wouldn't have survived in the military. So, that is, "How do you follow commands, directions, orders?" Those kinds of things that might translate a bit.

Within this subtheme, the participants confirmed the use of a list of required competencies, along with resumes, in terms of finding the best candidate for a position. Tas and Ergin (2012) stated that using different methods to find the right candidate, lower organizational cost while ensuring a quality hiring practice. As mentioned earlier, hiring managers perceive veterans as having received a wealth of knowledge, skills, and competencies through practical military experience. This suggests that the problem lies not in the actual skills obtained by the veteran, but in the translation of the military experience and describing those experiences into private sector jobs.

Subtheme 4: Hiring managers verify certifications or licenses. Participants mentioned this theme five times in three interviews. P1 indicated that a PCA was a critical requirement that all candidates, irrespective of their military status, must have,

The critical requirement for our direct care staff is a Personal Care Certificate. It is a New York State certificate that's verified by HR through some sort of certification system. They look it up through the state...I don't care where the experience happens as long as some experience happens. As far as I know, Department of Health does not have a military equivalent for the personal care certificate. And because that's written into my state regulations, whether you're military or non-military, you would need to have that certificate. Again, that’s because I need to have that PCA certificate. The more experience they have, the
better. But it's all a moot point without that certificate.

P4 indicated that a license was needed, “Depending on the department. Obviously, for like nursing, we look to see that they have licenses or they're certified.” P8 also mentioned the role of certifications and licenses,

So, I think there are different requirements depending, obviously, on the position we're hiring for. Because, some positions will require certifications, licensure, etcetera, whereas some others don't. An example being, a housekeeper doesn't need a particular certification or license, but an LPN or RN obviously has to. So, I think that's key.

This subtheme raises again the issue of possible misunderstanding between the military skillset and civilian role. As participants suggested, veterans have a variety of military skillsets such as leadership, flexibility, discipline, teamwork, and specialized advanced training in engineering, administrative, medical, and computing. The training for these military skillsets is arduous, and not easily completed in a short period. Hiring managers can tap into a readymade talent pool that possesses a number of required credentials. This can only occur if both parties are speaking from a vocabulary that both parties understand, even when the actual descriptions discussed may be different.

Subtheme 5: Hiring managers evaluate employees the same. This subtheme refers to hiring managers evaluating employees the same, irrespective of their military status. Participants mentioned this theme two times in two interviews. When asked about evaluating employee, P3 explained,

There is an annual job evaluation that employees undergo every year. It's a standard form that we as department heads have to review the year and evaluate the employees' performance on the job, and provide goals for them to achieve in the upcoming year. And provide opportunity for the employee to give feedback to us as well, not only verbally, but there's a section on the evaluation form where they can write comments that they'd like to, suggestions, anything going forward, that can help improve any processes here in the organization. There is a performance improvement process and committee that meets monthly to address any concerns that we can work on with the employees, including all the employees in various projects to help with performance improvement.

In the second and final example of this theme, P6 stated, “We use all the same for anybody. I don't separate the veterans and the non-veterans. All the evaluation tools are the same.”

The participants’ responses on this theme surprised the researcher, responses that indicated a possible lack of knowledge of or misunderstanding of the rights of veterans. Veterans are a protected status under several circumstances (Greenwald, 2012). For example, the ADA protects veterans with non-apparent or visible disabilities from discrimination, unemployment, and allow access to various reasonable job accommodations (O’Brien & Brown, 2009). What the participants presented as a virtuous confirmation of a lack of bias, can easily be understood as discrimination through ignorance of the relevant statutes.

Theme B: Use of Specific Recruitment and Interview Protocols
The second theme, hiring managers follow specific recruitment and interview protocol, participants listed additional strategies used to hire employees for organization fit. The first interview question was, what are the critical requirements and how does your organization identify and evaluate these requirements when making a new hire decision? The participants’ responses and company hiring documents supported the academic literature and related to both conceptual framework theories. The theories include social identity theory and organizational change theory. Social identity theory focuses on strategies for hiring the best candidate despite social affiliation (Bergerson & Huftalin, 2011). Effective hiring practice can recruit and hired competent workforce, increase employee attitudes, and work performance to develop organizational change (Sloan, 2013). P2 indicated, “Our HR coordinator and I will conduct the interviews, separately or together, then compare our notes and observations. While the decision to hire is mine, I do ask for feedback to help make the best decision.” P3 described the interview process,

Some of the ways that we identify them is background check, references, both professional and personal references, and then the interview process. They are interviewed initially. Once applications/resumes are received, they're reviewed by the HR department, and then the HR department determines which ones they would want to bring in for an interview. They meet with the candidate and then they contact the department head of the job they're applying for. Whether it's in the dining service or nursing, they'll contact the department head who'll then follow up with another interview. The HR representative felt that it was a good candidate worth pursuing another interview.

P5 mentioned,

So, actually the only interview that I conduct with them is essentially a one on one, I will get a copy of their job description, review their current work history, ask several questions just to try to get a feel for their work abilities and what they've done, what they feel they can do.

When asked, “How do you determine the criteria in your job description to accurately reflect the transferable skills developed by veterans?” P6 said,

That's determined by the interview. And as we start talking about what the job requirements are, the interaction, the conversation, they'll be able to say, "Oh yes, I can do that because my experience... I did this.” And you can see that. There's a lot of follow-through and...

P7 explained how she was interviewed as an example,

Then I came in and was interviewed by HR, and then I was... Well, I was interviewed by the consultant, I was interviewed by HR, then I was interviewed by the executive director, and then they all decided. It was a long process.

P8 explained how interviews were important for the hiring process,

And I think... It's interesting, I hear from the residents a lot that they feel somehow we have a knack of hiring people who have really nice dispositions. And they actually have commented, "How does it always happen?” So somehow... And maybe that's ambiguous that you can't really put your hand on it, but somehow it comes through in the interview process.
A review of the research site’s employment application appears to be in a standard format. Many veterans may not know how to structure a resume that presents their military knowledge, skills, and abilities. Hiring managers use resumes to identify potential candidates for interviews. A poorly designed resume could be a serious flaw in a job search.

As a result, the data analysis, two subthemes emerged with regard to the specific recruitment and interview protocol: (a) hiring managers do not do anything differently for veterans, and (b) hiring managers ensure potential hires are reliable and responsible.

**Subtheme 1: Hiring managers do not do anything differently for veterans.** This subtheme defined as hiring managers indicating that they do not do anything differently for veterans when recruiting, selecting, or hiring for a position. Participants mentioned this subtheme eight times in six interviews. When asked, “What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gaps regarding veterans?” P1 indicated, “I don't really think within the context of my unit that we've done anything.” P2 stated,

When making my decision, the fact that an applicant is or is not a veteran will not necessarily influence that decision. In fact, only one applicant that I have interviewed was a veteran. My decision to hire her had to do more with her experience and qualifications for the position she applied for.

This subtheme was also evident in the following exchange with P4:

The job descriptions are pretty basic for the position. I mean, positions that probably require a degree, someone that's a veteran that has applied, but maybe their MOS in the military was relatable to that position, they would still be maybe considered, depending on how, the length of time that they were in experience. But otherwise, most of the positions here relatively straightforward. Nursing, you would have to have a license, dining services really, other things you don't have to, so really anyone who's interested or has prior experience or things like that would be considerable.

Christine: You just mentioned that the skills, the military skills, so when you post a position do you say equivalent to...

P4: Really, we don't. The only positions that we really require any kind of license or anything like that is mostly nursing, so that wouldn't really apply to setting it out that, "This would be equal to... " however compared to military experience. I'm sorry, haven't really run into that situation either.

P5 stated,

To be quite frankly honest, I've never had a veteran apply. So, that's a kinda tough one to answer. The only veteran I have ever had was a transfer from another facility, which... A lateral transfer from one facility to another is first choice before we hire any outside applicants.

Christine: So, in that case the military skill didn't play a part?

P5: It wouldn't have. It had been strictly on his evaluations within the company already.
Somebody that's been here more than 90 days and has a good reputation and good evaluations can transfer from facility to facility.

In a final example of this subtheme, when asked, “What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gaps regarding veterans?” P7 stated,

I don't think that we necessarily reach out specifically for veterans, we reach out for the right candidate. So, regardless whether it's a veteran or not, everybody would be interviewed equally. Of course, everyone encourages veterans to apply.

This subtheme appears to show that while the participants perceive veterans in a positive manner, and that those veterans possess the necessary skills to succeed in the workplace, veterans do not have the same employment opportunities as non-veterans.

**Subtheme 2: Hiring managers ensure potential hires are reliable and responsible.** The participants mentioned this subtheme six times in three interviews. P4 described seeking candidate that are reliable,

Certain things we look for, like longevity. So, someone that's not skipping, a job hopper basically. So we look for that. Things I look at is, reasons why they left a company. On our application it does ask, "reason for desiring change" or "reason leaving.” So, if it's things that's like, some people do disclose that they're fired, obviously those would be a red flag. If it's "personal" we'll bring them in for an interview and kind of question to figure it out, because there's different stories. Some people say "relocation" so things like that won't not have us bring them in. Only things like, they were fired, are red flags.

In another example, P5 noted,

I'd like to see veterans apply, you know? I would, like I said it's half the battle anymore, it's just having somebody that's dedicated and willing to show up. Training on the job, training, and skills to be learned in every facility is almost better when you can train them yourself. Half the battle anymore is just getting somebody to show up.

Finally, P6 stated, “I'm looking for responsibility, accountability [in a job candidate].”

This subtheme appeared to show the difficulty facing a hiring manager as reliability and responsibility are attributes that are only measurable in hindsight. While prior actions may be a guide to future behavior, it is rarely possible to guarantee that this behavior will continue. According to Oladapo (2014), it is very important to ensure that the assessment tools used to establish applicants’ reliability and responsibility are genuine measures of those competencies. When determining an applicant’s reliability and responsibility, hiring managers could use the applicant’s previous work experience as a general measure of reliability and responsibility (Jonsson & Rancano, 2013). For this, there are structured tools, such as government websites, to help hiring managers determine how military jobs and their associated knowledge, skills and abilities can translate to the requirements of the civilian workforce.

**Theme C: Veterans Have Skills from Military Training**

The third theme was hiring managers recognize that veterans have skills from military
training. The review of the academic literature detailed information on credentials related to a military occupational specialty. According to Harrell and Berglass (2012), hiring managers have suggested that military veterans have many positive skills such as discipline, leadership, and teamwork. The third question asked was, how might the KSAs of a veteran strengthen your organization for a qualifying position? Analyzing the participants’ responses and comparing the responses with the academic literature, all the eight participants provided the consensus that veterans have leadership skills, people skills, and communication skills; they are trainable, willing to work, and willing to learn; and, they are trustworthy, all of which are key indicators of employability. This was supported by the review of the academic literature about the military credentials. Two participants mentioned that they value veterans in a variety of ways two times. P2 shared, “Our organization employs many veterans, and we do include them in our Veteran's Day celebration with our residents.” P3 discussed how the organization shows they value veterans,

One thing we do here is every year; we honor our resident and employee veterans. Every year on Veterans Day, we invite all of the residents that are veterans, their family members, and the employees that are veterans, to a special event to honor them and thank them for what they have done. So maybe it's indirectly answering the question, but it is something that we do value. What the veterans do for us and have done for us, and we do have an annual event to recognize that. So, maybe it may not be a strategy in the direct hiring process. However, as people tell their friends, they really do respect us and that's nice for our company. A word for our company out there in the community for our veteran.

This theme related to organizational leaders essential for retaining veterans. As mentioned previously, the participants perceive veterans in a positive manner. The participants did not appear to recognize any relationship between their positive perception of that military experience with the possible need to adjust their hiring criteria to take into account that military language and experience.

As a result, the data analysis, three subthemes emerged from veterans’ knowledge, skills, and abilities: (a) veterans are disciplined and responsible, (b) veterans have leadership skills, and (c) veterans can work with a team.

Subtheme 1: Veterans are disciplined and responsible. This subtheme refers to hiring managers’ perceptions that veterans are disciplined and responsible. Participants mentioned this subtheme eight times in six interviews. P4 exemplified this theme by saying,

It’s honorable; I know we have had applicants who currently do Reserves. So you know it's nice with military. My family comes from a military background, they're very regimented, and they teach discipline, things like that. Responsibilities. So those kinds of things stick out when you see that, as well.

I think, probably, with the whole kind of idea of them being regimented, they're taught a certain kind of demeanor, and respect as well. Military people that I've come across, they tend to be very respectable, know how to kind of control their temperaments, and reliable just based off of the experiences that they've had. Kind of a little more motivated.
P5 shared,

Me, personally, being a veteran, I know the regimen that that person is in with attention to detail, being able to follow or direct orders, just the whole mindset of a military background to me personally would give them a step above a non-military person,

P6 expressed views of veterans on the following manner

I have good experience with them, I have a soft heart for them, and they turn out to be great employees because they're already trained, they're accustomed to taking orders, they're accustomed to doing what they're supposed to be doing, so you don't have to babysit for them, and they already come with a very strong sense of integrity and loyalty, so there's half my job. If you can come in with that, I can teach you anything.

P7 felt similarly and stated,

I think, is affected by a military background, meaning that they understand commitment. They really understand policy and procedure. I think it's very easy to have discussions with, "Here's our vacation time or this... “And people comply with that more readily. It's a mindset that is fabulous. I love it, because they understand structure, they understand the order of things, and the order of things to get done. And there's a stick-to-it-ness. They get the job done. They stick to it till the job gets done. It's not like a lollygag sit-back; it's a person that has direction. And when I see that, it really, it stands out, it's a plus, it's a big plus.

Subtheme 2: Veterans have leadership skills. This subtheme refers to hiring managers’ perceptions that veterans have leadership skills. Participants mentioned this subtheme six times in five interviews. P1 stated, “I could see that relating to the leadership skills in the military because you are confident in your abilities and can make those decisions.” When reflecting upon a current employee who was in the military, P2 indicated, “She is disciplined, takes direction, and is a good leader when a situation arises that needs to be dealt with if I am unavailable.” P3 explained,

Leadership, which I think is another positive asset that you see so often from those there in the military. Decision making in that they can make a decision if they see something that needs to be done they do. So I look for those qualities when I do interview someone. I think that does compare some of the knowledge, abilities, and skill set of those in the military.

P5 said that veterans have, “Leadership, dedication, Attention to detail.” In a final example of this subtheme, P8 explained,

There's the skill sets of very specific task-oriented competencies and then there's the skill set of things that they may have learned in the military that would give them leadership, supervisory skills, etcetera. So, we do use those competencies as kind of a road map when we're doing hiring.

Subtheme 3: Veterans can work with a team. This subtheme refers to hiring managers’ perceptions that veterans can work very well with a team. Participants mentioned this subtheme five times in four interviews. P3 explained,
When comparing military skill sets I someone who has military, experience would be a team player, who would appreciate and help to enhance the camaraderie among the team. I would like see that we have a good team that's cohesive and works together well. It gives them more confidence in our organization, which will strengthen our organization when the general public and our clients feel that they're confident in what our employees do and can do.

P4 said, “They're spending time working together as a team, as a unit. So they might be able to bring teamwork, be able to rally people together, things like that.” P6 mentioned,

So I have a veteran and I have a non-veteran. I'm thinking of my group of veterans right now, and if I present a new initiative. We're going to try something different because this is not working, maybe different showering techniques or whatever. I will get more buy-in from the veterans. They are more apt to try rather than... I don't get the grumbling and the, "Oh, this isn't going to work," or the talking behind the back.

In a final example of this subtheme, P8 stated, “Again, they understand chain of command. They understand the necessity to follow direction. They understand the importance of teamwork. All of those things are key in any organization.”

This theme appears to show that the participants had little problem sharing the benefits of military skillsets when discussing them with the veteran. Hiring managers perceive veterans as having received a wealth of knowledge, skills, and competencies through practical military experience. This suggests that the problem lies not in the actual skills obtained by the veteran, but in the translation of the military language and describing those achievements into their civilian equivalent.

Theme D: No Experience with Hiring Veterans

The fourth theme was no experience with hiring veterans. This theme defined as hiring managers indicating that they have no experience with hiring veterans. Analyzing the participants’ responses and comparing the responses with the academic literature, social identity theory is significant in the findings of theme four. Tajfel and Turner (1986) defined social identity theory as the connection of a group membership and the value significance placed on those group memberships. Veterans identify themselves as a unique and separate group. Likewise, civilian as a group compare themselves to veterans as a group (Gade & Wilkins, 2013). Hiring managers use social identity stereotypes when making hiring and promoting decisions that can lead to unintended discrimination and biases in organizations (Guionate & Fiske, 2003). The effects of social identity not only have a role in the applicant obtaining an interview, but can also influence the overall evaluation of the interview (Guionate & Fiske, 2003). Stone and Stone (2015) posited that hiring managers with military experience would have a better understanding of the transferability of military knowledge, skills, and abilities to civilian jobs. Hiring managers who are not veterans may not understand military credentialing (Benmelech & Frydman, 2014) that may lead to stereotypes and bias against veteran applicants. Two Participants when asked, “What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gaps regarding veterans?” P1 said, “I don't really think within the context of my unit that we've done anything.” P5 shared,
To be quite frankly honest, I've never had a veteran apply. So, that's a kinda tough one to answer. The only veteran I've ever had was a transfer from another facility, which... A lateral transfer from one facility to another is first choice before we hire any outside applicants.

Later, when asked, “What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gaps regarding veterans?” P5 stated, “Like I've said, I've never even had veterans apply. I never dealt with it.”

This theme appears to show few surprises as a review of the organization’s application for employment currently includes branch of service, date of entry, date of discharge, service schools, special training, or assignments. Many of the organizations’ job announcements include title of the position and training requirements. According to Tas and Ergin (2012), hiring managers utilize job applications and resumes to acquire the best candidates within a pool of people that may benefit the organization. This appears to indicate a need for hiring managers to ensure that they clearly label vacancy announcements to include the equivalent military language or qualification.

6. Discussion

Overall, the research findings were consistent with the purpose of the study and related to both social identity theory and organizational theory. The central research question was what strategies, matrices, and techniques do hiring managers use to recruit, select, and hire veterans? The primary themes that emerged for this research question were (a) strategies used to fill open positions, (b) specific recruitment and interview protocols, (c) veterans have skills from military training, and (d) no experience with hiring veterans. The above themes played an important role in helping to understand the research phenomenon in addition to addressing the central research question.

The findings of the study indicated that hiring managers need hiring and recruitment strategies to hire veterans for organizational fit. According to Gramm and Schnell (2013), employment applications and job requirement matrices for a company position must include, among other details, years of experience, technical skills, and the level of education requirements. A review of the organization’s application for employment includes branch of service, date of entry, date of discharge, service schools, special training, or assignments. Many of the organization’s job announcements include title of the position and training requirements. This could indicate a need for hiring managers to ensure that the title training for all vacancy were clearly visible.

The conceptual frameworks for this research were social identity theory and organizational change theory. The participants’ responses and company hiring documents supported social identity theory and organizational change theory. Understanding social identity and enacting organizational changes in hiring and recruitment strategies targeted at creating diverse workers are areas beneficial for organizations and can affect corporate profits and earnings (Farndale et al., 2015). The hiring and recruitment strategies of an organization are important for hiring managers whose goals are finding the right workers to increase company effectiveness (Bottger & Barsoux, 2012).
To examine this obvious need for hiring strategies, I reviewed multiple literatures to outline the connection between social identity theory and hiring practices. When matching an applicant to a job, human resource managers possess an awareness of the applicant’s social identity (Gholston, 2015). This is important because social identity theory highlights issues such as bias and stereotyping during the interview process (Rivera, 2012). Stereotypes and bias can influence the human resource manager’s hiring decision without the person’s knowledge (Gholston, 2015). Using social identity can assist hiring managers in the hiring and recruiting of veterans to eliminate the barriers in veterans’ employability and development diversity in the workplace. Diversity training involves initiatives designed to aid in positive interpersonal interactions across social identity groups in reducing discrimination and bias toward various groups (Rivera, 2012). P5 noted, “I have never had a veteran apply.” The data from the participants’ response and the company’s documentation revealed that hiring managers could create detailed categories and military terminology in their job descriptions to attracts veterans.

Lewin’s (1951) three stages of organizational change played a key role in the evolution of organizational development that includes human resources development and communication: (a) unfreezing technique reduces residence to change; (b) moving technique involves developing new behavior and attitude through training; and (c) refreezing technique return the organization to a new state of stability. The findings of the study indicated that organizational change theory need for change is an essential strategy within organizations (Eastman, 2012). When asked “What strategies and techniques have you used to bridge the employability gaps regarding veterans?” P8 said,

Probably not nearly enough. We haven't done, to the best of my knowledge; HR per se has not worked with our local veterans organizations, etcetera, to attend job fairs, to see if there might be jobs that we could train people up for, etcetera.

This response from the study indicated that building from Lewin’s (1951) concept of change might help hiring managers mitigate veterans’ employment challenges. Hiring managers need to implement a change in their recruitment and hiring strategy in order to bridge the gap with employers and transitioning veterans. Implementing changes in the recruitment and hiring strategy by working to describe and define new job description to include military culture and experience could increase recruitment and hiring of veterans.

6.1 Practical Application

The research findings on what are important to hiring managers relative to the employability of veterans is an important indicator of what organizational leaders should do when thinking about their organizational strategies. The consensus of the participants was that veterans have leadership skills, and communication skills; are trainable, are willing to learn, and willing to work; and are trustworthy; which are vital indicators of employability. I anticipate the current study may fill gaps in business knowledge required for the hiring of veterans. More than 200 different military skills have a direct civilian job equivalent (Beauchesne & O'Hair, 2013). Hiring managers should ensure their job application and recruiting processes are veteran friendly. In a process similar to that in which college graduate produces an academic
credential as proof of a degree, hiring managers should request a veteran’s DD214 as proof of service completion. The DD214 confirms military occupational training, military education, badges, decorations, citations, medals, and campaign awards. Gadermann et al., (2014) confirmed that military occupational training and experience are similar to college students’ or other providers of training.

The results of the study could enable hiring managers to review their diversity strategies, and possibly increasing levels of recruitment and hiring of veterans by creating detailed job descriptions that include military language. Organizational leaders should provide hiring managers with the training to understand hiring strategies that include tools and education about how military skills relate or can be adapted to civilian careers. In addition, organizational leaders could provide training for hiring managers to access credible resources such as job fairs, to look for qualified veterans; and the tools needed to visit government websites to help determine how military skillsets can translate to the requirements of the civilian workforce.

There are federal and state tax incentives for organization to hire veterans. Hiring managers should be educated in the availability and awareness of government incentives. These incentives for private sector businesses to hire veterans put amenities into effect to provide veterans with advantages for reemployment, while at the same time giving veterans protection from discrimination (Parker, 2012).

Unemployment population negatively affects the U.S. economy (Faberman & Foster, 2013). According to Karren and Sherman (2012), unemployed workers are a stigmatized group and the inability to secure employment may only intensify this stigma. Recruitment strategies and hiring practices contribute to the high unemployment rate among skilled veterans moving to civilian employment (Fogle, 2012). The finding of the study confirmed that employers do not do anything differently for veterans when recruiting, selecting, or hiring for a position. The findings also showed that hiring managers have no experience with the transferability of military skills when juxtaposed with the talent requirements of civilian positions. Hiring managers need to know and implement strategies and techniques to help with licensing or certification so that veterans can use the skills learned in the military. Hiring managers may consider evaluating their hiring and recruiting strategies against the main themes listed above, which are essential strategies all organizations can use in the employment of veterans. Understanding the result of this study could be helpful in addressing the recruitment policies and hiring practices of organizations allowing them to integrate the military culture, language, and skillsets transferable into the civilian workplace; garnering a competitive advantage. I will disseminate the result of this study through scholarly and business journals.

The research findings confirmed that civilian employers find it difficult to translate or understand military culture, language, and job skills, and the high rate of veterans’ joblessness reflect this lack of translation ability or cultural understanding. The themes derived from participants’ interviews and organizational documents shows that hiring managers should ensure potential hires have relevant experience and qualifications by making clear and accessible links to discover the competencies and strengths that a role
requires. Also, hiring managers should be trained in the techniques of interviewing veterans who are identified as potential hires. Hiring managers should explore recruiting and hiring veterans from job fairs and vocational rehabilitation and employment programs (VR&E). Employers hiring veterans from VR&E programs may be eligible for tax credits, on-the-job training, and/or special employer incentives (Parker, 2012). Organizational leaders should reevaluate their existing recruiting and hiring strategies and strengthen or implement new strategies that focus on coaching hiring managers as to how military skills relate to or can be explained and adapted, for civilian careers. Since hiring managers verify certification or licenses, there is the need for congress to improve the military transition assistance programs to generate jobs and give veterans the necessary credentials and/or certification needed to succeed in the civilian world.

6.2 Limitations

Consider the following limitations when interpreting the results of the study. I used a single case study to explore the recruitment and hiring of applicants and the strategies and techniques used to map the skills of veterans to open positions within a midsized privately held organization. The population consisted of eight hiring managers with at least one year of hiring experience. Although this study provides rich, in-depth descriptive information about the recruitment strategies, matrices, and techniques used in hiring veterans the number of participants were small.

6.3 Recommendations for Action

The purpose of the qualitative single case study was to identify strategies, matrices, and techniques business hiring managers use to recruit, select, and hire veterans, and to realize how these strategies and techniques affect the hiring of veterans. The research findings confirmed that civilian employers find it difficult to translate or understand military culture, language, and job skills, and the high rate of veterans’ joblessness reflect this lack of translation ability or cultural understanding. The themes derived from participants’ interviews and organizational documents shows that hiring managers should ensure potential hires have relevant experience and qualifications by making clear and accessible links to discover the competencies and strengths that a role requires. Also, hiring managers should be trained in the techniques of interviewing veterans who are identified as potential hires. Hiring managers should explore recruiting and hiring veterans from job fairs and vocational rehabilitation and employment programs (VR&E). Employers hiring veterans from VR&E programs may be eligible for tax credits, on-the-job training, and/or special employer incentives (Parker, 2012). Organizational leaders should reevaluate their existing recruiting and hiring strategies and strengthen or implement new strategies that focus on coaching hiring managers as to how military skills relate to or can be explained and adapted, for civilian careers. Since hiring managers verify certification or licenses, there is the need for congress to improve the military transition assistance programs to generate jobs and give veterans the necessary credentials and/or certification needed to succeed in the civilian world. Lastly, disseminate the findings of the study to business journals, business organizations, and the VA.

6.4 Recommendation for Future Study
Recommendation for further study include for a larger sample size or equal sampling of different industries to confirm or negate the results of this research (Robinson, 2014). Another limitation for this study was that the study solely focused on one corporation. Future researchers can also explore more than one firm. A multiple case study design could afford researchers the opportunity to explore more than one organization for the opportunity for literal replication of the results. I conducted the study in the Upper Hudson Valley region of New York State; future researcher may focus on other geographical locations in the United States.

7. Conclusion

Hundreds of thousands of Gulf War-era II veterans already unemployed with more United States soldiers expected to leave the military by the end of the 2016 (Ryan, Carlstrom, Hughey, & Harris, 2011). With the challenges of returning to civilian life, Gulf War-era II veterans are facing an uncertain economic future. The purpose of the qualitative single case study was to explore critical aspects of hiring managers’ decision-making process, and to realize how these strategies and techniques affect the hiring of veterans. Firstly, study findings confront the recruitment policies, and hiring practices of organizations to integrate the military culture, language, and skillsets that are transferable into the civilian workplace. Secondly, the findings of the study indicate the need for the Congress of the United States to improve the military transition programs to create jobs and give veterans the necessary certification needed to succeed in the civilian workplace.

Participants provided the consensus that veterans have leadership skills, people skills, and communication skills; they are trainable, willing to work, and willing to learn; and, they are trustworthy, all of which are key indicators of employability. The finding of the study confirmed that hiring managers need amended recruitment processes and hiring strategies to hire veterans for organizational fit. The findings of the study also confirmed that civilian employers find it difficult to translate or understand military culture, language, and job skills, a situation that has contributed to the high rate of veteran’s joblessness. The social impact of the study could help hiring managers to identify and design the required job description criteria to include the transferable skills of veterans. The study results may contribute to awareness of what employers are seeking that the veteran population may be able to fulfill, and what potential issues may need consideration.
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